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BACKGROUND: In response to proposed federal legislation, the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education limited resident work-hours in July 2003. The cost may be substantial but, if successful, the reform might lower preventable adverse event costs in hospital and after discharge.

OBJECTIVES: This study sought to estimate the reform’s net cost in 2001 dollars, and to determine the reduction in preventable adverse events needed to make reform cost neutral from teaching hospital and societal perspectives.

DESIGN: Cost analysis using published literature and data. Net costs were determined for 4 reform strategies and over a range of potential effects on preventable adverse events.

RESULTS: Nationwide, transferring excess work to task-tailored substitutes (the lowest-level providers appropriate for noneducational tasks) would cost $8673 million; mid-level providers would cost $1 billion. Reform strategies promoting adverse events would increase net teaching hospital and societal costs as well as mortality. If task-tailored substitutes decrease events by 5.1% or mid-level providers decrease them by 8.5%, reform would be cost neutral for society. Events must fall by 18.5% and 30.9%, respectively, to be cost neutral for teaching hospitals.

CONCLUSIONS: Because most preventable adverse event costs occur after discharge, a modest decline (5.1% to 8.5%) in them might make residency work-hours reform cost neutral for society but only a much larger drop (18.5% to 30.9%) would make it cost neutral for teaching hospitals, unless additional funds are allocated. Future research should evaluate which reform approaches prevent adverse events and at what cost.
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As of July 1, 2003, the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME) strictly limits work-hours for trainees in accredited graduate medical education programs.1 Although the ACGME has had duty-hour standards for many years, recent events brought resident fatigue and patient safety to the fore nationally and seemingly prompted this reform.2–4

Interest in resident work-hours arose in New York State after a 1984 death in a teaching hospital. Following a grand jury investigation and an Ad Hoc Advisory Committee review, New York limited resident work-hours in July 1989.2 Surprise inspectors revealed noncompliance at 12 hospitals in 1998, prompting the State to impose fines.3

Also, during the late 1990s, the media exposed several egregious medical errors, increasing public interest in patient safety.6 The Institute of Medicine report To Err Is Human ascribed 44,000 to 98,000 deaths per year to preventable adverse events in hospitals, garnering further attention.6 Federal policymakers responded by allocating funds for patient safety research6 and introducing legislation.9

Within this context, in April 2001, the Occupational Safety and Health Administration received a petition arguing that excessive work-hours endanger residents as well as patients and that regulators should intervene.10 Seven months later, legislators in the House of Representatives introduced the Patient and Physician Safety and Protection Act of 2001, proposing federal work-hour limits.11 Attempting to forestall its passage,3 the ACGME announced the current reform in June 2002.4,12 Senators and representatives reintroduced but did not pass the legislation in 2003.13,14

The ACGME and federal reforms are quite similar: both restrict residents to 80-hour work-weeks, limit shifts to 24 hour plus handoffs, limit in-hospital call to every third night, and provide one day off in seven. The ACGME, however, averages some limits over 4 weeks and allows 88-hour work-weeks for certain programs. The legislation allot less time for handoffs but requires that quality of care be maintained, and it adds 1 weekend off per month. Noncompliance leads to fines under the legislation but loss of accreditation under the ACGME reform12–14; Medicare requires accreditation for graduate medical education support.3

One key difference is that the legislation offered funding.12–14 Arguably, policymakers should weigh the costs and benefits of patient safety reforms as they do for other health care policies, i.e., via cost-utility analyses. In patient safety, however, cost implications differ for the society and hospitals: a reform that is costly for hospitals could be cost neutral or even cost saving for society because most economic effects of preventable adverse events occur after discharge.15 Therefore, policymakers should consider net costs from hospital and societal perspectives as well as the nonmonetary benefits that the society accrues when morbidity and mortality are averted.
If a reform is cost saving or cost effective from a societal perspective but cost increasing from a hospital perspective, allocation of government funds may be justifiable.

Under residency work-hours reform, ACGME-accredited hospitals (“teaching hospitals”) will incur personnel costs if they transfer excess resident work to substitute providers, often promoted as the preferred strategy.\textsuperscript{15–20} To date, such costs appear unpublished. Savings would also occur if reform reduces preventable adverse events (“events”), which generate substantial costs in hospital\textsuperscript{15,21} and greater ones after discharge.\textsuperscript{15} For the current analysis, our objective was to determine the decline in events needed to make reform cost neutral for teaching hospitals and for society. We also considered mortality but available data precluded cost-utility analysis.

\section*{METHODS}

\subsection*{Overview}

Pursuant to these objectives, we estimated net reform costs nationwide for the year 2001, considering 4 reform strategies from teaching-hospital and societal perspectives. To calculate net costs, we summed personnel costs because of reform and costs because of hypothetical changes in events. When net costs were zero, reform was cost neutral. The teaching-hospital perspective included costs incurred by teaching hospitals nationwide, meaning personnel costs plus inpatient event costs. The societal perspective included these costs plus additional costs incurred by teaching-hospital patients nationwide, meaning post-discharge event costs.

\subsection*{Decision Models}

Four decision models incorporated 4 strategies for limiting resident work-hours to 80 per week, transferring excess work: (1) to attending physicians, (2) to mid-level providers (nurse practitioners and physician assistants), (3) to task-tailored substitutes (the lowest-level providers appropriate for noneducational tasks), and (4) among existing residents.

\subsection*{Data Sources and Assumptions}

We used published literature and data, searching MEDLINE and references in published articles, reports, and bibliographies.\textsuperscript{22–26} We defined “resident” as the ACGME does: a physician at any level of graduate medical education in an ACGME-accredited program.\textsuperscript{27}

To estimate personnel costs, we determined baseline resident work-hours, considered which providers might perform resident tasks, and obtained wages and benefits for these providers. We assumed the following: an 80-hour work-week would make other reform features possible at no additional cost; reform would not affect length of stay, test ordering, or other hospitalization cost determinants; residents and substitutes work at the same speed; residents work 49 weeks per year; and enforcement costs would be negligible.

To ascertain baseline work-hours, we searched MEDLINE (work-hours, work-hour, duty hours, resident* reform) and contacted J. Faerberg (Director, Graduate Medical Education Track, Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC), personal communication, January 22, 2004). The 1998 New York State inspection provided the only published data addressing multiple specialties, teaching hospitals, and class years. After interviewing residents, reviewing schedules, and examining hospital records, inspectors concluded that 37% of 391 residents worked over 85 and 20% worked over 95 hours per week.\textsuperscript{5} Extrapolating to 96,976 residents in ACGME-accredited programs in 2001,\textsuperscript{28} we assumed baseline work-hours of 100 per week for 20% of residents and 90 per week for 17%. Excess work equaled baseline work-hours minus 80. We ignored residents working under 90 per week.

Although attending physicians might assume the excess work, many resident tasks are performed equally well by nonphysicians.\textsuperscript{29–33} Mid-level providers represent prototypical resident substitutes, being used by half of New York State surgery programs after 1989\textsuperscript{16} and incorporated into a 1994 proposal to eliminate 23,000 specialty residency positions nationwide.\textsuperscript{32} Nurses and ancillary providers could perform 10% to 12% of medical and surgical resident tasks.\textsuperscript{29–31,33} One study determined that nursing aides could assume 6.1% of Internal Medicine resident work-hours, laboratory technicians 1.2%, nurses 4.5%, and mid-level providers 7.4%.\textsuperscript{29}

We incorporated these considerations in the 4 decision models, surmising that excess work from multiple residents would naturally distribute among substitutes within each hospital. For task-tailored substitution, we extrapolated the Internal Medicine model to all specialties.\textsuperscript{29} According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, in 2001, hourly wages were as follows: nursing aides 89.34, laboratory technicians 814.52, licensed vocational nurses 815.14, mid-level providers 830.00, and physicians 860.14\textsuperscript{34,35}; benefits were 37.8% of wages.\textsuperscript{36} We assumed that shifting excess work among existing residents would not affect the cost of employing them.

To estimate event incidence, mortality, and costs, we extrapolated from a prior study that found that preventable adverse events occurred during 1.9% of hospital admissions and that 6.9% of the events were fatal. Those authors estimated incremental health care costs, lost wages, and lost household production attributable to each event, projecting across all Utah and Colorado hospitals in 1996.\textsuperscript{15}

Because cost of living and wages are higher nationally, we applied geographic inflation factors. Using 1996 Census Bureau data\textsuperscript{37} and published cost-of-living indices,\textsuperscript{38} we created population-weighted cost-of-living indices, yielding a factor of 1.045 for medical costs. Using 1997 mean wages from the Bureau of Labor Statistics (1996 was unavailable) yielded a factor of 1.075 for lost wages and household production.\textsuperscript{39}

For temporal inflation in medical costs, Consumer Price Index components\textsuperscript{40} produced the following inflation factors: hospital and nursing home care 1.255, physician care 1.172, rehabilitation and home health care 1.141, and drugs and equipment 1.177. Although health care consumption in the U.S. also rose between 1996 and 2001, we ignored this. The Employment Cost Index yielded an inflation factor of 1.197 for lost wages and household production.\textsuperscript{41,42}

For the teaching-hospital perspective, inpatient event costs included hospital and physician costs nationwide. Malpractice costs were ignored. For the societal perspective, event costs included inpatient event costs plus outpatient medical care, lost wages, and lost household production nationwide. Teaching hospitals had 15,490,520 admissions in 2001.\textsuperscript{43}

Surmising that reform might affect event rates but not severity or costs, we examined 5 hypothetical changes in event rates under reform: +20%, +10%, 0%, −10%, and −20%.
CALCULATIONS

From these data and assumptions, we calculated personnel costs, event costs, and net reform costs.

To estimate personnel costs for each decision model, we calculated excess work for each resident annually, transferred that work to substitutes hour for hour, and calculated substitutes’ wages and benefits, yielding annual reform costs per resident. We multiplied by the number of residents affected to determine annual costs across all teaching hospitals.

We extrapolated the Utah/Colorado study’s event incidence, mortality, and costs13 to teaching hospitals in 2001. Adapting costs involved deriving average per-event costs in Utah and Colorado in 1996, inflating for geography and time, allocating costs to teaching hospital and societal perspectives, and projecting across teaching-hospital admissions nationwide.

Next, we determined changes in event incidence, mortality, and costs for the 5 hypothetical changes in event rates under reform. To calculate net reform costs for each decision model and perspective, we added personnel costs and changes in event costs.

As additional analyses, we determined the thresholds at which net reform costs were zero. When reform reduced events but increased costs for society, we estimated cost per death averted. Few studies were available to guide sensitivity analyses so we arbitrarily varied the following by 30%: personnel costs, baseline event rates, and baseline event costs.

RESULTS

Nationwide, accomplishing the ACGME reform with attending physicians would cost $2.2 billion ($144.90 per admission), mid-level providers $1.12 billion ($72.28 per admission), and task-tailored substitutes $0.67 billion ($43.43 per admission) in 2001 dollars (Table 1).

We estimated that 294,320 preventable adverse events occurred at teaching hospitals in 2001, and that 20,308 were fatal. Nationally, these events cost teaching hospitals $3.6 billion ($119,600 per event) and society $21.6 billion ($3,600 per event) (Table 2).

Figure 1 presents net reform costs from the teaching-hospital perspective. To be cost neutral, reform must decrease events by 61.9% using attending physicians, 30.9% using mid-level providers, and 18.5% using task-tailored substitutes. Under the sensitivity analysis most favorable to reform (30% lower personnel costs), events must drop by 43.3%.

DISCUSSION

To summarize our findings, the ACGME residency work-hours reform could cost $673 million to $1.1 billion per year nationwide. Using attending physician substitutes and achieving this decline would cost society $452,978 per life saved. Under the least favorable sensitivity analysis (30% lower event incidence or costs at baseline), reductions of 88.4%, 44.1%, and 26.5% would be required, respectively.

FIGURE 1. Net costs of reform from the teaching-hospital perspective. Net costs of using attending substitutes are indicated by ( ———), mid-level substitutes by (——), task-tailored substitutes by (—), and existing residents by (−).
wide if excess resident work is transferred to nonphysician providers. Preventable adverse events appear far more expensive, costing teaching hospitals $83.6 billion and society $132.2 billion per year—and claiming over 20,000 lives. Reform strategies promoting these events will increase mortality and costs, even if personnel costs are nil. Because most economic effects of preventable adverse events occur after discharge, strategies using lower- and mid-level providers are more likely to be cost neutral for society than for teaching hospitals: a 5.1% to 8.5% decline in events would be needed from the societal perspective, while 18.5% to 30.9% would be from the teaching-hospital perspective.

Although patient safety was, ostensibly, the impetus for reform, prior efforts to limit resident work-hours have had mixed outcomes. This suggests that the success of reform may depend on the approach but, unfortunately, few studies have explored how to optimize clinical or educational outcomes under reform. One recent randomized trial added more residents to intensive care unit teams, reducing weekly hours and shortening shifts, and substantially decreasing serious errors. Because of implications for physician supply and Balanced Budget Act caps on residency positions, hiring additional residents seems unfeasible nationwide. Changes in New York State surgery programs after 1998 illustrate the range of possibilities: half increased resident cross-coverage, 42% instituted a night-float system, 35% transferred work from junior residents to seniors, 14% recruited new residents or reassigned existing ones, 14% permitted nonteaching patients, 54% increased mid-level providers’ roles, and 11% increased lower-level providers’ roles. Several editorialists argue that, of these, transferring nontechnical tasks to lower- and mid-level providers would best promote resident education and patient safety.

Two points support the hypothesis that this approach would benefit resident education. Eliminating menial tasks may alleviate stress, encouraging learning. More importantly, it should allow programs to reduce work-hours without affecting education. A recent metaanalysis found that residents working 84.5 hours per week spend 29.5 hours in patient-care activities of marginal or no educational value. In contrast with substitution strategies, redistributing work among residents may encroach upon conference attendance, independent reading, and elective rotations.

If substitution best preserves education, would it also promote patient safety? Reform may reduce sleep depriva-
duced to date in 2005. The Patient and Physician Safety and Protection Act of 2003 did allocate funds for reform. The proposed legislation might increase federal graduate medical education payments by 7.6% to 12.5% relative to fiscal year 2002, assuming that personnel costs would be the same as under the ACGME policy.

Unfortunately, the quality of available data tempers the strength of our conclusions. First, we estimated pre-reform work-hours from 1998 New York State data—i.e., after reform; however, these estimates appear higher than 2001 AAMC data for first-year residents nationally. Second, we extrapolated an Internal Medicine substitution model to all specialties. Third, we arbitrarily transferred work to substitutes hour for hour when the actual effect on workload is unknown. Fourth, because negligent adverse event rates are similar at major teaching and nonteaching hospitals, we assumed that preventable adverse event rates would be too. Fifth, event costs may be higher at teaching hospitals, although we identified no literature addressing this. Sixth, we assumed that enforcement costs would be negligible, which is unlikely. Finally, we share the limitations of the Utah and Colorado study, which used implicit review methods to determine incremental event costs and omitted transportation, informal caregiving, and the friction costs of litigation.

Our analysis was limited to monetary costs and mortality; we did not account for the potential effect of reducing adverse events on length and quality of life. Although this would not alter findings from the teaching-hospital perspective, it could affect those from the societal perspective. We did not have the data, however, to conduct cost-utility or cost-benefit analyses. Further, one study suggested that preventable adverse events may have a modest effect on length or quality of life.

CONCLUSION

Protecting patients from iatrogenic injury should be the principal goal of residency work-hours reform. Future research should evaluate which reform strategies improve patient outcomes and at what cost. Our data suggest that even an expensive reform approach like resident substitution could be cost neutral to society if modestly effective at preventing adverse events. However, such approaches appear less likely to be cost neutral for teaching hospitals, unless additional funds are allocated.
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